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When I began my exploration of college sports, I was surprised at the vast differences in 
analytics between programs. The technology open and available to schools in the Big 
10 conference dwarfed what the University of Vermont was able to provide. The gap 
was particularly wide between women’s and men’s programs. While many databases 
exist for picking the ideal March Madness bracket, very little was publicly available for 
women’s basketball. All I could find was the most recent season’s statistics on the 
individual schools’ pages. 
I reached out to the University of Vermont (UVM) Women’s Basketball coaching staff 
with the hopes of contributing to the program through an in-depth analysis. All the 
typical basketball statistics (book statistics) are recorded and published for the team, but 
the coaches would look at a few key statistics individually – turnovers, fouls, blocked 
shots – to summarize games. What I suggested to the coaches was to allow me to 
record the statistics separately, create a database, and then use R to look for more 
complex patterns throughout the season.  
The coaches agreed, and also proposed that I use the application Breakthrough Stats to 
record where on the court players of both teams took shots from and whether or not 
they made the shots. This application allowed me to record the percentages of each 
player and also where every shot was taken from over the course of a season. There 
was a learning curve to watching a game, recording statistics, and logging shot 
locations all at once, but practicing on pre-season and non-conference games made me 
fast and accurate with my records.  
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UVM faces a wide variety of levels of opponents in a season, and since a full season 
can span from mid-October to March, the first few weeks are spent exploring and 
changing team dynamics, deciding who the starters will be, and what the game strategy 
will be. Therefore, this analysis will only include data from the conference season, a 
period of 16 games late in the season, played against eight teams. Each team plays 
UVM at a home and an away game and plays UVM once in the beginning of the season 
and once at the end. The order of teams played remains the same for the second eight 
games played.  
Teams played during the conference season are generally at the same level of ability as 
UVM, although each one certainly has individual strengths, styles, and levels of 
development. For instance, in the 2019 – 2020 season, the University of Maine’s 
women’s basketball roster had five senior and three freshmen, while the University of 
Vermont’s only had one senior and six freshman, a notable difference when a team of 
seniors means that a team that has had more time to work out, to develop skills, and to 
improve teamwork.  
Still, keeping track of conference play was the best way to find a level playing field for 
UVM. Since a conference season in only 16 games, I recorded statistics for both the 
2018 – 2019 and the 2019 – 2020 season. Between them, UVM lost four starting 
players (players who are typically your best) either to graduation or transferring, but 
retained its top player in points, rebounds, and free throws. While the team lost tall 
players, it gained fast ones. Therefore, I am confident that the overall quality and 





The University of Vermont Women’s Basketball team collects lots of data from each 
of its games. However, the team has previously only looked at one statistic at a time in 
order to improve performance in specific areas. It is possible that trends in statistics 
across games or pairs of statistics within games could reveal more effective ways of 
strategizing. A multivariate linear model was built to predict UVM’s performance, 
hopefully leading to a better understanding of the team and staff’s style of play. 
Literature Review 
Every basketball in the America East Conference records and publishes book statistics 
for official games, but no one is publicly analyzing them. I could not find any literature 
exploring the eighteen court zones or even mentioning them. Most of the current 
research concerns general analysis with the book statistics.  
Researchers have been exploring the uses of linear regression in athletics [1-6], but a 
large part of the studies is still limited to professional games and the NCAA 
Tournament. A few examples are using linear regression to model the relationships 
between core stability and jump shots, accuracy in jump shots, and game result 
predictions. Women are rarely included in these studies, a void that my research will fill, 
as it exclusively focuses on a female team. Linear regression is versatile in what it can 
be used for, so taking methods and graphs from other fields is appropriate [8-9].  
The methods in those studies act as an example for examining significance in 
relationships between variables. Studies done by Kyle Steenland and James A. 
Deddens disregarded opponents’ skill levels, something necessary in my own study, but 
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he used a sample size of 8495, which was not feasible in this thesis [8]. Gregory T. 
Knofczynski and Daniel Mundfrom determined that with a high enough correlation 
coefficient, the need for a large sample population lessens, which is encouragement to 
find variables with high correlation coefficients in the variables of this thesis [11]. Aside 
from linear regression, neutral models, prediction intervals, and empirical Bayes 
confidence intervals have been proposed as alternative ways to predict outcomes in 
athletics, which may be complementary to ANOVA tests that will be used in this project 
if the requirements for tests are met  [12-14]. Other theses have been written to predict 
winning basketball games, but they have not focused on female teams, have not 
included zone percentages, and often only look at data from professional instead of 
college games [15-16].  
More research has been done on the psychological effects of sports. A player’s 
confidence can greatly affect her decisions and how she plays basketball [17]. This is 
important, because the models in this thesis are based on statistics from entire games, 
but the way a team plays in the 4th quarter can be determined by the outcome of the 1st 
quarter, for better or for worse. Personal lives can also affect the style of a game. 
Female student athletes’ psyches differ from their male counterparts, and that is also 
important to consider when comparing models across genders [18]. 
Methods 
I. Collection 
To collect my data, I attended a selection of home games and watched pre-
recorded film on ESPN+ for away games. Data was taken from the 2018 – 
2019 and 2019 – 2020 Conference Seasons. I used the iPad application 
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Breakthrough Stats to record layup percentages, turn over points, put-back 
misses and makes, offensive and defensive rebounds, assists, steals, blocks, 
deflects, charges, recovered balls, fouls, jump balls for both teams. The value 
point system scores (VPS), and efficiency statistics (Effics) was automatically 
calculated for every player and for each team. The shot locations and results 
(make or miss) were also recorded with Breakthrough Stats. At the end of the 
game, the resulting percentage of success was calculated and recorded for 
each of 18 floor zones, as well as the percentage of each team’s shots taken 
from each zone. See figure 1 for zones. 
 I recorded these statistics for every individual player from both teams in 
every game. No time was recorded. The events were recorded mostly in 
order, but not completely, due to any corrections to the data post-collection. 
For this reason, order does not affect this analysis of the game. The data was 
then transferred to a laptop in the form of a CSV file and stored as an excel 
file. The total statistics for each team were pulled from each of the 32 games 
and put into separate excel files. One file stores all of the NCAA reported 
statistics, and one stores the zone percentages for each team. In each of 
these databases, a new statistic was created – Score difference (Sdiff).  
Sdiff = UVM’s final points – Opponent’s final points 
Thus, a win by UVM results in a positive Score value and a loss results in a 
negative Score value.  This is the responding variable that my exploratory 
analysis attempts to model, because wins during the conference season 
(positive Score values) are what determine whether or not a team continues 
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playing in the post-season, an opportunity that can result in more university 
funding, more attention from potential recruits, and positive headspace for the 
following season. 
II. Analysis  
First, I created Sdiff variable to reflect the difference in the teams’ points for 
each game. A positive number is how many points UVM won by, and a 
negative number is how many points they lost by. Then, in order to view all of 
the variables at once, I merged the opponent’s data set and UVM’s data set in 
excel and renaming the data set “combo.” I then deleted variables that I did 
not consistently record at games and ones that were directly calculated with 
the block victim, opponents’ charges taken, who was fouled, when there was 
a forced rushed shot, jump ball victim, minutes played, value points system 
number (VPS), and efficiency scores.  
Variables were selected on their linearity with Sdiff and used in proc glmselect 
in SAS. Glmselect included the Akaike information criterion (AIC) as a 
criterion for model selection. Using the AIC limits the amount of error in the 
model that can be attributed to overfitting. It penalizes for adding too many 
variables into a model by decreasing the R-squared value. I included it in this 









This layout is how the court zones are divided up. UVM’s percentage made in zone one 
is referred to as “one,” in zone two as “two,” up to zone eighteen as “eighteen.” For 
UVM’s opponents, the zones are referred to as “oppone,” “opptwo,” and so on up to 
“oppeighteen.” Oppenents’ statistics are designated in the same manner. 
Table 1 and Appendix 3 show the results from  
 proc glmselect data=full plot = all; 
 model score = oppsixteen oppseventeen one fifteen FTA 
opp3Pt oppFG oppPts oppTO Foul 
/ selection=stepwise(select=AIC) stats=all; 
 run;  
The scatter plots in Figure 2 show that the chosen variables are not linearly associated 





Using the AIC method, the optimal model is 
Sdiff = 12.402944 + 1.051618 * FTA - 1.837287 * oppFG + 1.203785 * oppTO 
Figure 3 shows the above regression model on top of a scatterplot with the score 













  proc reg data = full; 
 model score = FTA oppFG oppTO/clb; 
 run; 
results in the confidence intervals for Model 1 in Table 1. 
 
Figure 5 
The plot is pictured in Figure 5 with a 95% confidence interval. Only the variables three, 
nine, thirteen, oppthree, oppfive, and oppsixteen have a statistically significant t-value. 
The AIC for this model is 176.48153, and the adjusted R-squared value is 0.4969. The 
results from  
 proc glmselect data = full plot = all; 
 model score = one two three four five eight nine thirteen 
fourteen fifteen sixteen seventeen eighteen oppone opptwo 
oppthree oppfour oppfive oppeight oppnine oppten oppfourteen 
oppfifteen oppsixteen oppseventeen oppeighteen 




are in Table 1 describing Model 2 and Appendix 3. The full equation is  
Sdiff = 10.089135 - 31.871278 * three + 19.859586 * nine + 13.637504 * thirteen + 
27.619231 * oppthree - 10.911277 * oppfour - 20.947020 * oppfive - 26.041759 * 
oppsixteen 




Model/Variable  Regression 
Coefficient 
95% CI P-Value 
Model 1     
Intercept  12.40 -4.85 to 29.65 0.152 
Free Throws Attempted  1.05 0.61 to 1.50 <.001 
Opponent’s Field Goals  -1.84 -2.36 to -1.32 <.001 
Opponent’s Turn Overs  1.20 0.37 to 2.04 0.006 
Adjusted R-Squared = 0.7950, AIC = 150.23    
Model 2     
Intercept  10.78 -2.14 to 23.70 0.098 
Three  -33.77 -57.36 to -10.18 0.007 
Nine  18.36 3.33 to 33.38 0.019 
Thirteen  13.85 0.51 to 27.19 0.042 
Opponent’s Three  28.32 -0.91 to 57.56 0.057 
Opponent’s Four  -10.09 -22.10 to 1.92 0.096 
Opponent’s Five  -20.58 -31.03 to -10.12 <0.001 
Opponent’s Sixteen  -17.43 -44.36 to -12.50  0.001 
Adjusted R-Squared = 0.4821, AIC = 176.48    
 
Discussion 
The variables identified as the most linear with score difference were oppsixteen 
oppseventeen FG FTA opp3Pt oppFG oppPts and oppTO. Proc glmselect identified 
field goals, free throws attempted, opponent’s points, and opponent’s turn overs as the 
most impactful variables in that order. The function took into account the strength of 
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association (trying to maximize) as well as the variation (trying to minimize). However, 
FG – oppPts results is almost exactly the difference in the score, it just does not 
account for UVM’s free throws. I removed field goals from the function then, as it was 
less linearly correlated with the difference in score statistic. The model that I determined 
to be the most linear ended up depending on free throws attempted, opponent’s field 
goals, and opponent’s turn overs, listed in order of most to least important to the model.  
Figure 4 confirmed that the model met all necessary assumptions. The residual versus 
fitted value plot appeared without pattern, the normal quantile plot showed the residuals 
followed a normal distribution, homoskedasticity is present, and the leverage values 
show no alarming outliers.  
The model for Sdiff is extremely linear, with most of its variation occurring where the 
predicted value was between -10 and 5. Unfortunately, having the variation occur 
around zero makes the model less useful for ambiguous games, which is when the 
model would be most helpful. If the variation occurred between predicted values of -20 
and -10, then the model would still be accurate in predicting a loss and would thus be 
very useful. Variation around numbers close to zero prevents the model from giving a 
definitive statement about which team will win the game. If the coaches know they are 
likely to lose the next game of a tournament, then they can prepare for whichever team 
is in the loser’s bracket. However, not knowing the outcome means that UVM loses the 
ability to prepare for specific opponents.  
The F value of the model is 41.08 with 31 total degrees of freedom, which has a 
significance value of <.0001. The predicted values do have a statistically significant 
association with the actual values. Proc reg tells us that all of the variables are 
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statistically significant, as none of the confidence intervals for the variables’ coefficients 
contain zero. I am 95% confident that the true absolute value of the coefficients is above 
zero, meaning there is an association. 
To see if the model was effective, I applied them to the quarterfinal playoff game against 
the University of Maine (2020). For the variables, I used the totals for the 2019 – 2020 
conference season divided by 16, the number of conference season games. There were 
no statistics averaged per game available and using data from previous matchups of the 
teams cannot be used here, because they were used to create the model.   
University of Maine Playoff Game 
Sdiff = 12.402944 + 1.051618 * 11.1875 - 1.837287 * 25.606 + 1.203785 * 12.0625 
= -8.3569939845 = -8 
UVM actually lost by 12, so the true Sdiff = -12. That is 4 points lower than the predicted 
value, but since they are both losses, the model was accurate in predicting whether the 
game was a win or a loss, which is still helpful to the team.  
I also created a model using solely the zone percentages for both UVM and its 
opponents. The variables I put into glmselect were determined by which had a 
semblance of linearity. For zone percentages, the zones with only one or two shots in 
them each game were largely excluded, because the percentages were either zero or 
one for a majority of games recorded. The variables input were one, two, three, four, 
five, eight, nine, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, oppone, 
opptwo, oppthree, oppfour, oppfive, oppeight, oppnine, oppten, oppfourteen, oppfifteen, 
oppsixteen, oppsenventeen, and oppeighteen. The model returned was  
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Sdiff = 10.089135 - 31.871278 * three + 19.859586 * nine + 13.637504 * thirteen + 
27.619231 * oppthree - 10.911277 * oppfour - 20.947020 * oppfive - 26.041759 * 
oppsixteen 
No game could be run to test the model, as UVM is the only team with data on zones for 
all of its games, and all of that data was used to create the model. 
The model using just zones has a lower R-squared than the model that includes all of 
the statistics. It shows that when it comes to percentages, UVM’s matter more in 
predicting the outcome of the game, as the first three variables (three, nine, and 
thirteen) are percentages from UVM. This is contradictory to how two of the three 
variables in the first model were from the opponent.  
This exploratory analysis only included two seasons, but in that time the team lost four 
seniors and one transfer that saw conference game minutes. The team’s top scorer and 
top defensive player remained, ensuring a similar game dynamic in both seasons. The 
coaching staff remained the same, and the data collected was from the head coach’s 
first and second season in her position. UVM won 13 games and lost 19 games. 
Future research should include a continued collection of UVM Women’s Basketball, as 
the playing style of the team changes throughout seasons. Data on zone percentages 
should be collected and analyzed alongside the book statistics for other teams in the 
America East Conference and other NCAA teams. Once data is collected for women’s 
basketball, comparing that to men’s basketball could help coaches understand the 
subtle differences between the styles of play. This could make the transition from men’s 
basketball to women’s basketball easier for coaches. For individual teams, this analysis 
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would be helpful in designing plays that optimize their players’ talents and reveal which 
aspects of basketball each player needs to work on.  
For a game as fluid as basketball, it might seem like there should be more factors 
creating a complex model for predicting how much a team will win or lose by, but the 
style of play varies so much from game to game that only a few variables consistently 
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FG(A) Field Goals Attempted 
FT(A) Free Throws Attempted 
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Appendix II 

















































 proc glmselect data=full plot = all; 
 model score = oppsixteen oppseventeen one fifteen FTA 
opp3Pt oppFG oppPts oppTO Foul 
/ selection=stepwise(select=AIC) stats=all; 





 proc reg data = full; 













 proc glmselect data = full plot = all; 
 model score = one two three four five eight nine thirteen 
fourteen fifteen sixteen seventeen eighteen oppone opptwo 
oppthree oppfour oppfive oppeight oppnine oppten oppfourteen 
oppfifteen oppsixteen oppseventeen oppeighteen 






 proc reg data = full; 
 model score = three nine thirteen oppthree oppfour oppfive oppsixteen 
/clb; 
 run; 
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